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Spirit Levels:  
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Meg Mundell

There is ground for taking the house as a tool for analysis of the 
human soul

—Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space

White birds and lucky numbers

If all goes well, the birth of a building should be an auspicious event. But an 
ill-starred story has long circulated about the launch of one of Melbourne’s 
best-known and most contentious structures. At Crown Casino’s 1997 opening 
ceremony, organisers celebrated the venture by releasing into the night sky a 
flock of white doves—universal symbols of hope, peace and purity. But, so the 
tale goes, the poor birds met an unscheduled horrific end, incinerated in mid 
flight by the flame-belching braziers that line the casino’s frontage.

With so much riding on the $2 billion project, the birds were meant to 
bestow a blessing, an aura of good fortune to sweeten the industry’s notoriously 
superstitious patrons. But unfortunately for Crown, stories survive when they 
strike a chord. From its inception, the casino complex has stirred strong public 
emotions, and for its detractors the doves’ fate came to stand for the gambling 
industry’s dark side: greed, hubris, bad luck and callous disregard for life.

Is the roasted-dove tale true? Crown insists it’s an urban myth, but won’t 
confirm that no doves were harmed. ‘No birds were burned at the opening,’ 
said a spokeswoman. So the birds were fine? ‘No, they weren’t fine … But that 
was a long time ago. It’s not to go in your story.’ She then clammed up: no 
further comment.

Little wonder they’re keen to avoid the topic. Like casinos everywhere, 
Crown strives to project an image that resonates with its clientele’s desires, 
their dreams of beating the odds. To that end, the huge complex has good-luck 
charms designed into its DNA: to attract Asian high rollers, consultants were 
hired to ensure it met the principles of feng shui, an ancient Chinese system 
of divine architecture that seeks to harmonise spatial energies to attract 
prosperity, success and happiness. Water signifies wealth, so the complex faces 
the Yarra River; foyer columns represent the five natural elements; the interior 
features reflective surfaces and auspicious reds; and the eight riverside furnaces 
are apparently lucky (although passing birds might disagree).

Beliefs can become self-fulfilling prophecies, and even sceptics must admit 
feng shui has real-world effects. In the casino game, lousy chi (life force) can 
seriously damage profits. In 2007 the struggling fortunes of James Packer’s 
$600 million Crown Macau Casino were publicly blamed on poor feng shui, 
and many Asian patrons stayed away. Visiting the Las Vegas MGM Grand, 
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guests initially passed through the roaring mouth of MGM mascot Leo the 
Lion—but Chinese patrons avoided the big cat’s maw, deeming it unlucky to 
enter an animal’s mouth, so the entrance was rebuilt, with Leo reincarnated 
as a toothless statue. Beyond feng shui, savvy developers consider other 
cultural beliefs: many casinos and hotels lack fourth floors, as ‘four’ sounds 
like the Cantonese word for death, and emphasise ‘lucky’ eight, which sounds 
like happiness.

For non-believers, it’s easy to dismiss spiritual design considerations as 
superstitious mumbo jumbo—especially when they hail from ‘other’ cultures 
or milieus. But this urge to invest architecture with supernatural elements is 
not peculiar to the gambling industry or to Asian-focused businesses. The built 
environment is never a blank slate: it always reflects the hopes, dreams and 
fears of the society whence it sprang, and these deeply human phenomena are 
not inherently rational. Superstition and architecture are old companions, and 
their strange, often spooky romance spans continents, cultures and centuries. 
Their alliance manifests in what I’ll call spatial magic—design elements, 
building ceremonies and esoteric rituals meant to attract luck, protection and 
success, or ward off their malign opposites.

Here I’m using ‘superstition’ as a catch-all phrase, not a pejorative one. 
The term covers a broad range of beliefs and behaviours rooted in ‘magical 
thinking’—from the lucky charms and rituals of athletes, gamblers, 
stockbrokers and students to habits such as knocking on wood and not 
walking under ladders; from a faith in astrology, ESP or tarot to wider cultural, 
spiritual and religious beliefs. In essence, superstitions are beliefs not based 
on empirical evidence or laws of nature, which draw unproven causal links 
between actions and outcomes. They don’t demand slavish conviction: my 
analytical mind knows my lucky horseshoe won’t really bless my home, but 
it makes me feel protected—like a poetic footnote to the logical measure of 
locking the door securely.

Numerous architectural superstitions survive today in material or ritual 
form. Beyond the obvious examples of churches, synagogues and mosques, 
many of Australia’s outwardly secular public buildings, workplaces and homes 
have occult, spiritual or ritual elements woven into their very bones. While 
often overlooked, these supernatural elements offer a glimpse into the nation’s 
history and cultural make-up, and our connections to the buildings that 
contain and shape our lives.

The gargoyles scowling down from older public buildings are one material 
example; blending magic and pragmatism, they traditionally scared off evil 
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spirits, while diverting rainwater from the walls. On the domestic front, 
European folklore warns against bringing an old broom into your house, lest 
it carry negative traces from the past, and grooms still carry brides over the 
threshold, harking back to an old superstition that the union is doomed if a 
bride trips upon entering.

Superstitions haunt the real estate and construction industries. Some 
Catholic homeowners bury a statue of Saint Joseph upside-down in the front 
garden when selling their home; they’ll then dig him up and rebury him at their 
new house, right-side up. A New Zealand study of house values among Chinese 
residents in multicultural Auckland found houses with ‘lucky’ street numbers 
(8, 18, 28 …) sold for an average 2.4 per cent premium. Big hotels and apartment 
blocks often lack a room 666—Beelzebub’s famed digits. And the popular 
superstition of triskaidekaphobia, fear of the number thirteen, remains alive 
and well in Australia: high-rise buildings lacking a thirteenth floor include the 
Marriot Sydney Harbour and Melbourne’s Crown Towers and Grand Hyatt.

‘Although we live in secular times, the building industry is very 
superstitious,’ says property developer and RMIT lecturer Gerard Coutts. He 
has witnessed sites being blessed by Catholic priests, smoking ceremonies 
performed by local indigenous representatives, and various cultural rituals 
in construction companies with ethnically diverse staff. By contrast, he says, 
many developers remain blind to architecture’s cultural and ritual dimensions: 
‘Australia’s development industry doesn’t respond very well to our diversity of 
cultures. It’s traditionally catered to a small minority, and expected everybody 
to assimilate. The way of the future is about a greater depth of understanding.’ 

East meets West: sense of place, symbolism and sacrifice

Eastern and Western building ceremonies share common ground, says Dr 
Derham Groves, who lectures in architecture at the University of Melbourne. 
He draws a parallel between feng shui and Western practices such as ground-
breaking and foundation stone ceremonies. ‘At the roots of these two systems, 
Eastern and Western, is the notion of sense of place. The principles are 
very similar, if not identical: both systems work with symbols, and they are 
performed to try and make a place special and meaningful to people.’

Feng shui was introduced to Australia in the 1850s by Chinese goldminers, 
but kept a relatively low profile until the 1990s, when its popularity surged. 
Groves feels uneasy about the West’s sometimes careless appropriation of this 
ancient practice. ‘It has become a bit kooky and debased, but it’s actually a 
system based on observations made over thousands of years. People analysed a 
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place over long periods of time, noted trends and made connections with events 
that happened there.’

Suzanne Phoenix agrees that feng shui principles are often sensible, rather 
than whimsical. A social housing manager, she also runs Melbourne feng 
shui consultancy the Red Bird. In her day job she has worked with architects 
designing community housing; she doesn’t impose feng shui in this context, 
but finds that its precepts often echo Western design principles—reducing 
clutter, placing furniture thoughtfully, improving sightlines, adjusting lighting 
and making frontages welcoming. ‘Feng shui is about how you lay out the 
spaces you inhabit. When I first learned about it, it put a name to many things 
I already knew intrinsically.’

Why have so many Westerners embraced feng shui? Groves suspects it 
reflects a desire to find meaning in the places we inhabit, ‘a need to introduce 
a mysterious element into a mundane world’. But he is puzzled that so many 
Westerners adopt this Chinese form of geomancy while ignoring their own 
inherited system. Western building rituals still endure, but often in rote form, 
their origins and meaning forgotten. Take ground-breaking or sod-turning 
ceremonies, signifying the start of construction: ancient peoples relied on 
good omens to choose a lucky building site, sifting the soil or reading the livers 
of cattle that grazed there for clues. Today’s housing minister, posing for that 
photo op with a shiny new spade, was once a geomancer combing through the 
entrails of a sacrificed ox.

Trees are sometimes spotted perched incongruously on the top of new 
skyscrapers. Groves says this botanical emblem is a remnant of ancient 
‘topping ceremonies’, once widely practised in Nordic, Anglo-Saxon and 
Germanic cultures to placate the tempestuous gods Woden and Thor; the 
German tradition sees an evergreen tree affixed to the gable of a new house, 
for Woden’s horse to nibble. The term ‘raising the roof’ comes from the parties 
to mark these occasions. Opening ceremonies—and their domestic cousins, 
house-warming parties—were traditionally held to bless and protect a new 
building. Public buildings are still ‘opened’ by prominent figures ceremonially 
snipping a ribbon or unlocking the door; Groves recalls his own young parents’ 
house-warming party, where their friends threw pebbles on the roof, a ritual to 
scare off evil spirits.

Foundation stones, and ritual deposits such as dated coins, are still laid in 
important public buildings, typically by a prominent person on an auspicious 
day. Traditionally this task often fell to freemasons. But rituals evolve over 
time, says Groves: foundation deposits were originally buried permanently, 
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to protect the building in perpetuity. Today’s incarnations are often ‘time 
capsules’, buried with the expectation of future discovery. ‘It shows the general 
secularisation of these rituals,’ says Groves, ‘putting a logical spin on it, rather 
than a mystical one.’

Perhaps that’s just as well: some ancient Western building rituals required 
human or animal sacrifices to appease bloodthirsty gods or install a resident 
guardian spirit. Sometimes the architect himself paid the ultimate price, buried 
alive in the structure’s foundations. ‘Traditionally, architects were masters of 
ceremonies, with links to the dark arts. It was their responsibility to keep these 
traditions alive,’ says Groves. He laments the demise of the less grisly rituals: 
‘I’m sad they’re vanishing on my watch. Mainstream architecture doesn’t see 
them as important any more.’

Magic marks and hidden shoes

Despite the influence of both Christianity and Enlightenment thinking, the 
English who settled here in the nineteenth century were a superstitious lot. 
According to architectural historian Dr Ian Evans, folk magic was part of 
everyday life in colonial Australia. His research has uncovered a widespread 
practice of concealing ritual objects in buildings: boots, shoes, garments, 
children’s toys, coins, domestic artefacts and, unfortunately, dead cats. 
Hidden in the dark voids of chimneys, under floorboards, in roof cavities 
or near doorways and windows—metaphysical ‘weak points’, where spirits 
might enter—these charms were meant to protect buildings and occupants 
from evil forces.

While residents also hid objects, Evans says the practice originated as a 
ritual of the building trade, a supernatural extension of the need to exclude 
bad weather and intruders. He first encountered it in Suffolk, England, and 
has created a National Catalogue of Finds documenting Australian discoveries. 
These include a tradesman’s boot found in the chimney of Burrundulla, an 
1860s house in Mudgee, New South Wales; a child’s shoe discovered in the attic 
of an 1830s terrace in The Rocks, Sydney; a young person’s boot, embedded 
in the fill of Sydney Harbour Bridge; a mummified cat found by workmen 
renovating Her Majesty’s Theatre in Ballarat, and another beneath the 
floorboards of Glengallan House near Warwick, Queensland. Why cats? Evans 
offers two theories: cats were seen as witches’ familiars; they also protected 
homes from vermin, so were perhaps enlisted to deter spiritual vermin.

Ritual concealment was practised across social classes and alongside 
orthodox religions; concealed objects have been found in Catholic and in 
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Protestant churches. ‘It was just part of the spectrum of religious and magical 
belief at the time,’ says Evans. But while widespread, the practice was never 
documented here in print. ‘I suspect the written word was just too dangerous, that 
people feared they’d be accused of practising witchcraft.’ An avid witch-hunter, 
the future James I of England warned in his 1597 treatise Daemonologie of the 
dangers of evil spirits entering houses. ‘If the King … is saying that, it has a lot 
of power. It trickled down through the centuries and eventually came to rest in 
Australia,’ says Evans.

In an era when disease was rife and early death common, magic provided 
solace and a sense of agency. Evans suspects the concealment of children’s 
shoes reflected high rates of infant and child mortality. ‘Death was everywhere 
in colonial Australia. People were very fearful that illnesses could kill their loved 
ones.’ When Sydney Council alderman George Hurley and his wife Mary moved 
into a house in Dawes Point in 1863, the Catholic couple had lost three of their 
six children to illness. Hurley very probably hid the old shoe and lace collar later 
discovered there, says Evans. ‘People prayed to God, but when this omnipotent 
being failed them, they took power into own hands and practised magic.’

Whether immigrants or convicts, early British settlers leaving their familiar 
homelands faced the anguish of farewelling loved ones, probably forever. 
Australia was a strange new world: ‘The stars in the sky were different, the 
seasons were turned around, the animals, plants and trees were weird. People 
turned to familiar rituals and practices that gave them comfort in this alien 
environment.’ Ritual concealment is thought to have died out here by the mid 
1930s: the most latter-day find is a woman’s shoe from that era, found hidden in  
a chimney in Stockton, Newcastle.

Evans’ current research examines the use of apotropaic (protective magic) 
marks in Australian buildings. Commonly a hexafoil, or daisy wheel, these charms 
were scratched into fireplace lintels, window reveals and front doors to repel evil 
spirits and protect people and valuables, including food stores and animals. Evans 
has found specimens scratched into the brickwork of a granary; on an old stable; 
and in the 1825 Richmond Court House building, in Tasmania. He says exact dates 
are hard to pin down, ‘but these marks and concealments tell us that magic was 
alive and widely practised here in the nineteenth century’.

Bad spooks, benign spirits and the consolations of magic

One of the oldest superstitions about buildings is a belief in hauntings.  
Sydney-based paranormal researcher and spiritualist Robb Tilley has twenty 
years experience in clearing spirits from haunted houses, and performs two or 
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three ‘clearings’ per month. ‘If you know what you’re doing, there’s nothing 
to be afraid of.’ Dabblers, however, should beware: ‘Bad spooks thrive on 
fear,’ he warns. While Tilley is not a Christian, spiritual leaders in many long-
established religions also practise exorcisms, or spirit-clearings.

Tilley is contacted by people whose homes are beset by strange noises 
and smells, items vanishing and reappearing, lights mysteriously flashing, 
or the appearance of deceased relatives. To perform a clearing he interviews 
occupants and checks the house for psychic disturbances. The clearing 
ceremony, usually a séance, begins with a ‘cleansing procedure’ in which 
participants visualise the space flooded with protective white light. Tilley then 
enlists the help of ‘benign spirits’ to banish the troublesome entities. He says it 
is unethical for spiritualists to charge for services, as it is the benign spirits that 
do the real work.

While the belief that your house is haunted must be stressful, the belief that 
you can engage a spiritualist to ‘clear’ it is reassuring. Magic, said German-
American religious scholar Hans Dieter Betz, is ‘the art that makes people who 
practise it feel better rather than worse, that provides the illusion of security 
to the insecure, the feeling of help to the helpless, and the comfort of hope to 
the hopeless’. Psychological studies confirm this, suggesting that superstitions 
may offer emotional reassurance in the face of uncertainty: they can reduce 
anxiety, stress and feelings of helplessness, and give a sense of greater control 
and self-efficacy.

Bruce Hood, a professor of psychology at the University of Bristol in Britain, 
argues that superstitions are a product of evolution, a result of the human mind 
having adapted to reason about the world in intuitive ways. ‘There are benefits 
to being irrational,’ says Hood. ‘Superstitious behaviour—the idea that certain 
rituals and practices protect you—is adaptive. If you remove the appearance 
that they are in control, both humans and animals become stressed.’ Studies 
have linked the prevalence of superstition to high-stress periods within a 
society—wars, terrorist attacks, epidemics and economic downturns often 
spark a rise in superstitious beliefs.

The symbiosis of superstition and architecture speaks volumes about what 
buildings mean to us. ‘Buildings are the most complex artefacts we make,’ says 
Derham Groves. ‘They run the gamut of human life.’ Rituals invest buildings 
with meaning and mythology, foster a bond between person and place, 
commemorate the past and celebrate the sacred. They serve as valuable design 
tools and as repositories for collective memory. As human geographer Yi-Fu 
Tuan puts it in his introduction to one of Groves’ books: ‘If we want to live in 
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a humanised world rather than in some kind of material shell, we need to be 
repeatedly reminded of the fact that we are not just clever animals but also 
creatures of word and gesture, dialogue and ceremony.’

Superstition thrives in troubled times, but many of the old traditions 
are fading or dying out. Perhaps in our turbulent, largely secular age—a 
restless time of economic ruptures, rapid technological change and profound 
environmental threats—the human desire for security, stability and belonging 
may provide a scaffold for new forms of spatial magic to emerge. M

To report finds of concealed objects or unusual marks in old buildings, contact Dr Ian Evans, 

<evansthebook@gmail.com>.
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